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Review of Definitions
In this section I briefly review the definitions of a category enriched over a monoidal category V, a category enriched over an iterated monoidal category, and an enriched 2-category. I begin with the basic definitions of enrichment, included due to how often they are referred to and followed as models in the rest of the paper. This first set of definitions can be found with more detail in [15] and [9] . Definition 1.1. For our purposes a monoidal category is a category V together with a functor 2 : V ×V → V and an object I such that 1. 2 is associative up to the coherent natural transformations α. The coherence axiom is given by the commuting pentagon 
B(T A, T A).
V-functors can be composed to form a category called V-Cat. This category is actually enriched over Cat, the category of (small) categories with cartesian product. G G B(SA, SB)2B(T A, SA)
For two V-functors T, S to be equal is to say T A = SA for all A and for the V-natural isomorphism α between them to have components α A = j T A . This latter implies equality of the hom-object morphisms: T AB = S AB for all pairs of objects. The implication is seen by combining the second diagram in Definition 1.2 with all the diagrams in Definitions 1.3 and 1. 4 .
The fact that V-Cat has the structure of a 2-category is demonstrated in [15] . Now we review the transfer to enriching over a k-fold monoidal category. The latter sort of category was developed and defined in [3] . Here is that definition altered only slightly to make visible the coherent associators as in [11] . Definition 1.5. An n-fold monoidal category is a category V with the following structure. (The structure arises from its description as a lava object in the category of (n − 1)-fold monoidal categories.)
1. There are n distinct multiplications 2 1 , 2 2 , . . . , 2 n : V × V → V for each of which the associativity pentagon commutes x xU 2 i (V 2 i (W 2 i X)) V has an object I which is a strict unit for all the multiplications.
2. For each pair (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n there is a natural transformation
These natural transformations η ij are subject to the following conditions:
(e) Finally it is required that for each triple (i, j, k) satisfying 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n the giant hexagonal interchange diagram commutes.
x x
w w w w w w w w w for all i < j. Here c BC : B2C → C2B is the symmetry natural transformation. This provides the hint that enriching over a k-fold monoidal category is much like enriching over a symmetric category. In the symmetric case, to define a product in V-Cat, we need c BC in order to create a middle exchange morphism m. To describe products in V-Cat for V k-fold monoidal we simply use m = η. Categories enriched over k-fold monoidal V are carefully defined in [11] , where they are shown to be the objects of a (k − 1)-fold monoidal 2-category. Here we need only the definitions. I will always denote the product(s) in V-Cat with a superscript in parentheses that corresponds to the categorical dimension of the components of their domain. The product(s) in V should logically then have a superscript (1) but I have suppressed this for brevity and to agree with my sources. For V k-fold monoidal we define the ith product of V-categories A2 (2) i B to have objects ∈ |A| × |B| and to have hom-objects in V given by (A2
Immediately we see that V-Cat is (k − 1)-fold monoidal by definition. (The full proof of this is in [11] .) The composition morphisms are
given by (A2
The identity element is given by
The unit object in V-Cat is the enriched category I where |I| = {0} and I(0, 0) = I. Of course
Associativity in V-Cat must hold for each 2
i . The components of 2-natural isomorphism
are V-functors that send ((A,B),C) to (A,(B,C)) and whose hom-components
are given by α
This guarantees that the 2-natural isomorphism α (2)i is coherent. The commutativity of the pentagon for the objects is trivial, and the commutativity of the pentagon for the hom-object morphisms follows directly from the commutativity of the pentagon for α i+1 . We now define categories enriched over V-Cat. These are defined for the symmetric case in [16] . Here as in [11] the definition of V-2-category is generalized for V a k-fold monoidal category with k ≥ 2. The definition for symmetric monoidal V can be easily recovered just by letting 2 1 = 2 2 = 2, α 2 = α 1 = α and η = m. Of course then U (A, B) consists of a set of objects (which play the role of the 1-cells in a 2-category) and for each pair f, g ∈ |U (A, B)| an object U (A, B)(f, g) ∈ V (which plays the role of the hom-set of 2-cells in a 2-category.) Thus the vertical composition morphisms of these hom 2 -objects are in V:
Also, the vertical identity for a 1-cell object a ∈ |U (A, B)| is j a : I → U(A, B)(a, a). The associativity and the units of vertical composition are then those given by the respective axioms of enriched categories.
(Unit axioms of a strict V-2-category.) We require commuting triangles. For objects we have the equality f 1 A = f = 1 B f. For the unit morphisms we have that the triangles in the following diagram commute.
[I2
The heuristic diagrams for this commutativity are
The heuristic diagram here is
In addition, the V-functoriality of J implies that the following (expanded) diagram commutes
The 3-category of enriched 2-categories
As in [11] , I now describe the (strict) 3-category V-2-Cat (or V-Cat-Cat) whose objects are (strict, small) V-2-categories.
Definition 2.1. For two V-2-categories U and W a V-2-functor T : U → W is a function on objects |U | → |W| and a family of V-functors
. These latter obey commutativity of the usual diagrams.
•
The reader should unpack both diagrams into terms of hom-object morphisms and V-functoriality. The fact that the hom-object morphisms are actually hom-category V-functors corresponds to the need for V-2-functors to preserve all the structure that exists, including the vertical composition.
in such a way that we have commutativity of
Unpacking this a bit, we see that α U is an object q = α U (0) in the V-category W(T U, SU ) and a morphism α U00 : I → W(T U, SU )(q, q). By the V-functoriality of α U we see that α U00 = j q . The axiom then states that q ′ T UU ′ (f ) = S UU ′ (f )q for all f , and that
The heuristic picture (following the pattern set in the definition of a V-2-category) is as follows:
Notice that since θ U00 = j θU (0) for all V-2-natural transformations θ we have that the morphism µ U seen as a "family" consisting of a single morphism (corresponding to 0 ∈ |I|) constitutes a V-natural transformation from θ U to φ U . The heuristic picture here is:
Proof Recall that a 3-category is a category enriched over 2-Cat. This is expanded in terms of axioms in [6] . Our objects are V-2-categories. There are two parts. In part 1 we show that for every pair U , W of V-2-categories we have a 2-category made up of V-2-functors, V-2-natural transformations and Vmodifications. For now then V-2-functors are the 0-cells, V-2-natural transformations are the 1-cells, and V-modifications are the 2-cells as in the following picture.
Throughout I will use the following notation: Composition along a V-2-natural transformation will be indicated with "•." Composition along a V-2-functor will be indicated with " * ." Composition along a V-2-category will be indicated by juxtaposition.
Composition of V-2-natural transformations γ : T → S and β : S → R along a V-2-functor S is given by
Let β U (0) =q and γ U (0) =q. By expanding the definition of this composition we see that (β * γ) U (0) =qq and that (β * γ) U00 = jqq
Since it prefigures a similar proof for V-modifications, I include the proof that this composition forms a valid V-2-natural transformation even though it follows closely the analogous proof for V-natural transformations as in [9] . For β * γ to be a V-2-natural transformation the exterior of the following diagram must commute.
1 1 y y
1 I) The arrows marked with an "=" all occur as copies of I are tensored to the object at the arrow's source. The 3 leftmost regions commute by the naturality of α 2 . The 2 embedded central hexagons commute by the definition of V-2-natural transformations for γ and β. The three pentagons on the right are copies of the pentagon axiom for the composition M. The associativity of this composition also follows directly from the latter axiom.
The identities for this composition are V-2-natural transformations 1 T : T → T where (1 T ) U = J T U . That this describes a 2-sided identity for the composition above is easily checked using the unit axioms for a V-2-category.
The composition of two V-modifications along a V-2-transformation is given by the composition of the underlying V-natural transformations. So given V-2-natural transformations α, β and σ : F → G : U → W, and V-modifications µ : α → β and ν : β → σ as in the following picture
We see that this composition is associative by the associativity pentagon for M. We also see that the result of a composition is a V-natural transformation as well. It needs to be checked that the result of a composition is a valid V-modification. This is seen by showing that the exterior of the following diagram commutes.
The first bullet in the following diagram is U (U, U ′ )(f, g). Other objects include:
[c] 
Thus identities 1 α for this composition are families of V-natural equivalences. Since α U is a V-functor from I to W(T U, SU ) this means specifically that ((1 α ) U ) 0 = j αU (0) = j q . Recall that here the "family" has only one member, corresponding to the single object in I. That this describes a 2-sided identity for the composition above is easily checked using the unit axioms for a V-category.
In order to define composition of all allowable pasting diagrams in the 2-category, we need only to define the composition described by left and right whiskering diagrams (as partial functors) and check that these can be combined into a well-defined horizontal composition. The first picture shows a 1-cell (that is a V-2-natural transformation between V-2-functors F, G : U → W) following a 2-cell (a V-modification). These are composed to form a new 2-cell as follows
where γ * ψ and γ * β are described above, and γ * µ has components given by the following composition: (Let ψ U (0) = q, β U (0) =q and γ U (0) =q. Note that jq = γ U00 .)
For this composition to yield a valid V-modification the exterior of the following diagram must commute. (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (   =4  4 
The arrows marked with an "=" all occur as copies of I are tensored to the object at the arrow's source. The 3 leftmost regions commute by the naturality of α 2 . The 2 embedded central "hexagons" commute by the definition of V-modifications for µ and 1 γ . The three pentagons on the right are copies of the pentagon axiom for the composition M.
The second picture shows a 2-cell following a 1-cell. These are composed as follows
where µ * ρ has components given by the following composition: (Let ρ U (0) = q. Note that j q = ρ U00 .)
The arrows marked with an "=" all occur as copies of I are tensored to the object at the arrow's source. The 3 leftmost regions commute by the naturality of α 2 . The 2 embedded central "hexagons" commute by the definition of V-modifications for µ and 1 ρ . The three pentagons on the right are copies of the pentagon axiom for the composition M.
What we have developed here are the partial functors of the composition morphism implicit in enriching over Cat. The said composition morphism is a functor of two variables. That the partial functors can be combined to make the functor of two variables is implied by the commutativity of a diagram that describes the two ways of combining them (see [17] ). One thing that needs to be checked is that composing horizontally adjacent 2-cells is well-defined. We also need to check that the partial functors are indeed functorial. This is shown by checking that the whiskering distributes over the vertical composition, and checking that whiskering is the same as horizontally composing with an identity 2-cell. (The latter is actually showing more than that whiskering onto an identity 2-cell is the same as horizontally composing two identity 2-cells, which in turn is more than what we really need: i.e. whiskering onto an identity 2-cell gives an identity 2-cell for the composed 1-cells. It is often however, just as convenient to prove.) I start with the first axiom of functoriality.
First we need to check that the whiskering distributes, i.e. that (ρ * ν) • (ρ * µ) = ρ * (ν • µ) and that (ν * ξ) • (µ * ξ) = (ν • µ) * ξ as in the following picture.
This requires the exteriors of the following two diagrams to commute (Let
(W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 2 W(F U, GU )(q,q))2 1 (W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 2 W(F U, GU )(q,q))
M21M
P P e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e (W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 1 W(GU, HU )(q, q))2 2 (W(F U, GU )(q,q)2 1 W(F U, GU )(q,q))
These commute since the interior regions all commute. The leftmost quadrilaterals commute by naturality of η. The central triangular regions commute by the unit axioms of V-categories. The pentagonal regions commute by the V-functoriality of M.
This commutativity has verified that the partial functors of the horizontal composition functor (whiskers) in fact do respect the composition in their domain.
We still need the two ways of composing the below cells using whiskers to be equivalent:
That is, we need:
In terms of the above definitions, the exterior of the following diagram must commute (Let ρ U (0) = q.)
(W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 2 W(F U, GU )(q,q))2 1 (W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 2 W(F U, GU )(q, q))
P P e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e (W(GU, HU )(q, q)2 1 W(GU, HU )(q, q))2 2 (W(F U, GU )(q,q)2 1 W(F U, GU )(q, q)) 
This commutes since the interior regions all commute. The leftmost quadrilaterals commute by naturality of η. The central triangular regions commute by the unit axioms of V-categories. The upper and lower pentagonal regions commute by the V-functoriality of M. This composition gives a valid V-modification since the whiskered pieces are valid and since the composition along a V-2-natural transformation gives a valid V-modification. The central leg of the above diagram gives a more direct description of the composition of V-2-modifications along a V-2-functor. From this description it is automatic that whiskering a V-2-natural transformation to a V-modification along a V-2-functor is the same as composing along that V-2-functor with an identity V-modification corresponding to the whisker. We also see from this description that the associativity of this composition follows immediately from the associativity axiom of a strict V-2-category. Now we can show the functoriality of the entire composition functor. (The general proof regarding partial functors of a functor of two variables is in [17] .) This states that, in the following picture, (
This is shown by using what we have established. The following series of pictures serve to illustrate the proof.
The exchange identity is precisely the functoriality (respect of vertical composition) of the functor of two variables that describes the horizontal composition. We also have the respect of units by the horizontal composition simply by using the exchange identity above with units in the lower two 2-cells. Of course the center line version of the composition can be directly verified to be functorial. The roundabout route is nice since it covers lots of pasting diagrams, and is a good model for future such verifications.
The unit for composing V-modifications along a V-functor is the identity V-modification 1 1T where 1 T : T → T is the identity V-2-natural transformation for a V-2-functor T.
is a 2-sided unit for the composition is seen by the unit axioms of strict V-2-category.
In part 2 of the proof we describe how for each triple of V-2-categories we have a 2-functor of two variables that serves to compose morphisms along a common V-2-category as in the following picture.
At each stage of description we also need to check that the composition along a common V-2-category is associative and respects all units, as well as making sure that for morphisms the composition is functorial. This latter property always exhibits itself as an exchange identity.
Composition of V-2-functors is just composition of the object functions and composition of the homcategory V-functors, with appropriate subscripts. Thus (ST ) UU ′ (f ) = S T UT U ′ (T UU ′ (f )). Then it is straightforward to verify that the axioms are obeyed, as in
That this composition is associative follows from the associativity of composition of the underlying functions and V-functors. The 2-sided identity for this composition 1 U is made of the identity function (on objects) and identity V-functors (for hom-categories.)
Next we define the composition of V-2-natural transformations along a V-2-category. This is accomplished by first describing the trivial cases-whiskering a V-2-functor to a V-2-natural transformation along a V-2-category. (By proceeding in terms of whiskers I get the opportunity to both discuss all the possible pasting in the 3-category and to exhibit the sub-2-categories implicit in its structure.)
The first picture shows a 1-cell (V-2-functor) following a 2-cell (V-2-natural transformation). These are composed to form a new 2-cell as follows
where Gα has components given by
Notice that by definition and axioms of enrichment, letting α U (0) = q, we have (Gα) U (0) = Gq and (Gα) U00 = j Gq .
This whiskering gives a valid V-2-natural transformation by the following commuting diagram.
1 I
The central region expresses the V-2-naturality of α. The two rightmost regions commute by the definition of V-2-functor.
where γH has components given by (γH) U = γ HU . This whiskering gives a valid V-2-natural transformation by the following commuting diagram.
The central region expresses the V-2-naturality of γ.
To show the exchange identity here we proceed by checking the usual agreement and functoriality of partials. First I will check that the partial functors described by whiskering are indeed functorial. These proofs continue to parallel the lower dimensional case. First we check that the right whiskering distributes, i.e. that (Zα) * (Zβ) = Z(α * β) as in the following picture. (Recall that " * " denotes the composition along V-2-functors as in the first part of the proof.)
The two sides of the proposed equality form the legs of the following diagram, which commutes due to the definition of the V-2-functoriality of Z:
1 V(ZT U, ZSU )
M t t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i W(ZT U, ZRU )
For the same requirement on the other partial functor we have the picture
From the definitions is it immediate that ((δ * γ)T ) U = (δ * γ) T U = (δT * γT ) U . Now we can compose V-2-natural transformations along a V-2-category, as in the following picture.
As usual there are two ways to do so that need to be reconciled. They both consist of defining the composition along the V-2-category in terms of a composition along a common V-2-functor as in part 1 of the proof. Thus since the whiskered pieces are valid V-2-natural transformations, by a previous diagram their composition will be as well. The first way of composing is given by:
The second is given by
Letting (γF ) U (0) =q and (γH) U (0) =q ′ and recalling that (Gα) U (0) = Gq we have (γα) U (0) =q ′ Gq = Kqq and by V-functoriality of M that (γα) U00 = jq ′ Gq .
That the two ways of composing are actually the same is based on the V-2-naturality of γ, the definition of which makes up the central region of the following commuting diagram. The other regions commute trivially.
Now whiskering a 1-cell Q on the right (or left) of a 2-cell α : T → S should be the same as horizontally composing 1 Q on the respective side of α. Pictorially for the right-hand whiskering:
To see this equality we need check only one way of composing 1 Q α since we have shown it to be well defined -i.e. we check that Qα = 1 Q α = Qα * 1 Q T . This is true immediately from the relationship of M and J . Now pictorially for the left-hand whiskering:
That αP = α1 P = S1 P * αP also is shown by using the relationship of M and J and by the V-2-functoriality of S.
Associativity of this composition follows from the associativity of composing V-2-natural transformations along a V-2-functor. It also requires the functoriality of the partial functors. In the following picture
where the assumed associativities of whiskers are easily verified. The unit for composing V-2-natural transformations along a V-2-category is the identity V-2-natural transformation 1 1 U where 1 U : U → U is the identity V-2-functor.
Since the composition is based on that of V-2-natural transformations along a V-2-functor, to see that 1 1 U is a 2-sided unit all we need to check is that for any α : T → S : U → W we have that 1 W α = α = α1 U . This is clear from the definitions of whiskering above.
Next we consider compositions involving V-modifications along a V-2-category. I start by defining whiskering of V-2-functors and then use that definition to define whiskering of V-2-natural transformations. First the right whiskering of a V-2-functor onto a V-modification as in the picture:
Secondly the left whiskering of a V-2-functor onto a V-modification as in the picture:
This one is a valid V-modification because of the following diagram, where we use the fact that ν is a V-modification.
The functoriality of these partials is shown just as for the whiskering of V-2-functors onto V-2-natural transformations. Consider a V-modification ξ : φ → ψ : T → F : U → V. For right whiskering we have that K(µ * ξ) = Kµ * Kξ by the V-2-functoriality of K. For a V-2-functor S : X → U we have (µ * ξ)S = µS * ξS since ((µ * ξ)S) X = (µ * ξ) SX = (µS * ξS) X .
In the next step we basically see the generalizations of these last two compositions. Next I define the right whiskering of a V-2-natural transformation onto a V-modification as in the picture:
The V-modification ρµ : ρα → ρβ can be defined in two ways. Let α U (0) = q, β U (0) =q, ρ F U (0) = q, β U (0) =q ′ and ρ HU (0) = q ′ . The first way of composing is given by:
That the two ways agree is given by the following commuting diagram, which depends on the fact that ρ is a V-2-natural transformation.
That this composition yields a V-modification is easily seen when we note that it is by definition the same as composing certain V-modifications along a common V-2-functor. For example the above composition is of the V-modifications Kµ and 1 ρF along the V-2-functor KF.
Now we can define the left whiskering of a V-2-natural transformation onto a V-modification as in the picture:
The V-modification να : γα → ρα can be defined in two ways. Let α U (0) = q, γ F U (0) =q, ρ F U (0) = q, γ HU (0) =q ′ and ρ HU (0) = q ′ . The first way of composing is given by:
That the two ways agree is given by the following commuting diagram, which depends on the fact that ν is a V-modification.
Again this composition yields a V-modification since it is by definition the same as composing certain V-modifications along a common V-2-functor.
Necessary for the functoriality of the partials given by the above left and right whiskering is that we have ρ(ω • µ) = ρω • ρµ and (tau • ν)α = (τ α • να) as in the following pictures:
This requirement is met since the exteriors of the following two diagrams commute, respectively. Here let δ U (0) =q and τ U (0) = q.
It is straightforward to check that if an identity V-2-natural transformation for a given V-2-functor is whiskered onto the left or right of a V-modification the definitions give exactly the respective whiskering of the V-2-functor itself. Thus the following definition of the horizontal composition of V-modifications along a V-2-category, given in terms of composing along a common V-2-natural transformation could be written less generally but equivalently in terms of composing along a common V-2-functor. Either way the result is a valid V-modification based on an earlier proof. The equivalence will actually be a corollary of the proof of the well defined nature of the composition. Now we are considering the full picture:
W(KF U, KHU )(Kq, Kq)2 2 W(GF U, KF U )(q, q)
M
S S j
The exterior commutes since all the interior regions commute. The top and bottom bullets are labeled by the text at the top and bottom of the diagram. The other bullets and unlabeled arrows should be easily filled in, noting that the uppermost and lowest quadrilaterals commute by the naturality of η. The arrows marked with an "=" all occur as copies of I are tensored to the object at the arrow's source. Therefore the western regions with the initial I as a vertex all commute trivially. The large central region expresses the fact that ν is a V-modification. The pentagonal regions on the right commute by the V-functoriality of M. The remaining interior regions commute by definition and by the axioms of a V-category.
The thick arrows in the central portion of the above diagram outline the definition of composing Vmodifications along a V-2-category in terms of composing along a common V-2-functor. Thus this diagram also demonstrates that the two ways of doing so are equivalent to each other and to the method which uses composition along a common V-2-natural transformation.
Next we continue checking functoriality of partials. As usual I check the stronger property that the composition defined by those partials gives the whiskering itself as a composition with a unit. First we check that composing in the following two pictures yields the same V-modification.
Using the definition of the composition of V-modifications in terms of composing along a common V-2-functor it is easy to see that this equality follows from the fact that (ρF ) U00 = (ρ) F U00 = j (ρF U (0)) = (1 ρ ) F U = (1 ρ F ) U .
As noted earlier the compositions in the first two of the following pictures yield the same V-modifications as well, due to the fact that (1 G F ) U00 = (1 G ) F U00 = J GF U00 . Thus by the above equality all three are equivalent:
Associativity of this composition follows from the associativity of composing V-modifications along a V-2-functor. It also requires the functoriality of the partial functors that describe whiskering V-2-functors onto V-modifications. In the following picture 
U B R U
It is straightforward to check that this is a 2-sided unit for the composition of V-modifications along a common V-2-category once we recognize that (1 11 U ) U : I → U (U, U )(1 U , 1 U ) is the morphism j 1U in V.
I close with the basic pasting diagram that the above proof has shown to be well-defined. There are 4 exchange identities that this well-definedness depends upon, the requirements for each of which have been met. 
